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Sire: Venture Max  
 Quarter Horse 

Dam: Duncrahill Merlin 
 Quarter Horse 

G.Sire: Kilomax 
 
G.Dam: Venture Ruthie 
 

G.Sire: Side Hill 
 

G.Dam: Waccabuc Jr 
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Description 
Duncrahill Breeze is proving to be a forward going, confident young horse.  He has correct confirmation with clean 
limbs and a good quality of bone.  Breeze has the ability to go on and compete in many different disciplines. 
 
 
Performance 
Duncrahill Breeze is currently being backed and is showing good potential.  He has 3 
lovely paces and beautiful kind temperament. 
 
 
Sire 
Venture Max was bred in Canada and imported to Scotland in 1991.  He was selected 
because he was considered to have good scope and conformation to breed well to 
the British eventing/ hunting type mare.  He has passed on his good temperament so 
characteristic of his breed.  These are all qualities that his offspring have inherited, 
allowing then to go on and compete in many different spheres. 
 
Venture Max: 

• ran three time in Quarter Horse races in Canada as a two and three year old 
over 350 yards, his best performance being 3rd in 17.9 seconds. 

• competed for a season in British Dressage up to Elementary level, ridden by 
Patrick Print FBHS and was always well placed. 

• competed for a season in British Eventing horse trails always finished on a 
double clear. 

• competed in show jumping and hunted with the Berwickshire Hunt. 
 

Venture Max was bred to 123 mares, siring horses which have compete 
successfully in eventing, show jumping, dressage, endurance and showing in-hand 
and ridden classes.  His offspring have also had many successes in ridden Western 
classes, Polo and Polocrosse.  He has also produced many successful riding club 
and family horses. 
 
Dam 
Duncrahill Merlin is a homebred mare out of Waccabuc Junior who was female and 
reserve Supreme champion Quarter horse as a 2 year old.  Waccabuc Junior was by 
Waccabuc who was one of the most successful competing Quarter horse stallions to 
be imported into the UK.  Duncrahill Merlin’s sire Side Hill sired offspring who 
have competed in many different equestrian spheres.  His blood lines are still 
prevalent in Duncrahill Stud today. 


